FREE ACT PREP TUTORING
At the UNI-CUE

A peek at each week

Science (Monday):
On Monday we discuss the importance of understanding graphs and charts as well as practice analyzing data and graphs through practice tests.

English (Tuesday):
On Tuesday we talk about English grammatical content. This includes comma rules, semicolons, colons, hyphens, and apostrophes. We also talk about transitional words and practice our grammatical awareness through practice tests.

Reading (Wednesday):
On Wednesday we talk about the types of questions on the reading test and look at main idea, author’s purpose, and details.

Math (Thursday):
Each Thursday we work through a different area of Mathematics. For example we might do a section that is based on Trigonometry. We start the night off with practice problems then we talk about content.

2019 ACT Test Dates

February 9, 2019
April 13, 2019
June 8, 2019
July 13, 2019

Where are we located

The UNI Center for Urban Education is located at 800 Sycamore St. in Waterloo, IA.

Information about the teacher

The instructor for ACT PREP is Zach. Zach is originally from Keokuk, IA where he graduated from Southeastern Community College and transferred to UNI. He is currently attending UNI and studies Social Studies Education with a minor in English Education.

How do I apply

In order to join our class you will have to fill out an application form.

This can be found on our website: https://www.uni.edu/eop/act-prep

Please print the form and return it to UNI-CUE or email it to beelendz@uni.edu

If you have any questions or concerns, I am always reachable at beelendz@uni.edu or call UNI-CUE at 319-273-4772.